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Many centuries before the invention of wire-drawing the early

Greeks and Romans were making beautiful articles of jewellery
from gold wire. After an account of the history of wire production,

the hand-snaking methods that were available in antiquity are reuietoed

and the successful simulation. of their techniques is described.

Wire is something which we very much take for
granted in the twentieth century. It is essential for
modern life in all aspects of electrical and mechanical
engineering and hundreds of thousands of miles are
manufactured each year in a wide range of metals
and alloys. The technique of manufacture involves
the gradual reduction of the thickness of a metal rod

by drawing it through a series of holes of steadily
decreasing diameter, so that the resulting wire in-
creases in length with each pass. In modern mech-
anised practice the wire is essentially infinite in
length, but before the introduction of machinery
wire was produced by hand, the essential tools being a
firmly clamped "draw-plate", containing the series

of tapering holes, and a very strong pair
of pliers with which to grip the wire and
pull it through the next smallest hole. A
steady pull is essential, and in the most
primitive technique the artisan gripped the
end of the wire projecting through the die
and then either walked steadily backwards
across the workshop or sat on a swing with
his feet on the anvil on which was clamped
the draw-plate, so that he could move
backwards and forewards by straightening
or bending his legs. This process is illus-
trated in Figure 1 from a late fourteenth
century manuscript, known as the Mendel
Brothers Hausbuch, in the Municipal Lib-
rary in Niiremberg (1).

The earliest historical reference to the
draw-plate is by Theophilus (2) in his early
twelfth century A.D. treatise on workshop
practice, where he also describes several

Fig. 1 Probably the first illustration of wire-
drawing through a draw-plate, this picture from
a manuscript of A.D.. 1389 the 1,lansbud, com-
piled in Germany by the Mendel Brothers, shows
a monk sitting on a swinging scat so that he can
push backwards with his legs against the anvil
holding the draw plate, the tongs holding the
wire being fastened to his belt
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Fig. 2 The earliest literary reference tu
the draw-plate occurs in the De Dinerris
Artihus of the German monk Thcophilus,
written in the early part of the twelfth
century. The short passage from hin Book
III, Chapter V111, De Tcrrus per Quae
File Trahuntur, can be cccii beginning cix
lines down this page (with the heading in
red) from a thirteenth century inanuseript
copy in the British Museum.

In translation the poesage readn:

Iroii through which Wires are Drawn
There me two iron inapletneuita, three
fi nger!, wide, narrow at the lop and
botlorn, thin throughout and with three
or four rows of holes through which
wires may be drawn
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different types of pincers, though he does not specify
which was used for wire-drawing. Figure 2 illustrates
the relevant section from a thirteenth century manu-
script in the British Museum.

Hotnmcl has described the use of these two basic
tools as they were still in use in China until recently
(3), and he and Wulff (4) and Needham (5) all illus-
trate versions of the first machines developed for
wire-drawing in which a windlass is used to draw
the wire, which is then taken up on a drum, allowing
much longer continuous lengths to be produced than
are possible entirely by hand.

The actual date and place of the invention of the
draw-plate are unknown, but wire was certainly made
by hand for many centuries before this, and so we
cannot simply equate the appearance of wire with
the invention of the draw-plate. Aitchison (6) claims
that the Persians knew how to draw wire by the sixth
or fifth centuries B.C., but gives no authority for this
statement, though Singer et al (7) suggest that gold
wire used in filigree on a Persian rhyton of this
period must have been drawn because the wire is so

even, and Sutherland makes a similar claim for an
Egyptian diadem of around 1800 B.C. (8), However
this is no proof, as hand-made gold wire can be
extremely even in diameter, and the main visual
evidence for drawn wire is the presence of multi-
tudes of parallel striations on the surface, although
these are not mentioned. Needham (5), quoting
Fremont (9), states that wire drawing has been, known
since Hellenistic times (third to second centuries B.C.).
However these statements are also not supported by
a close examination of relevant antiquities (10)
though Anastasiadis claims to have scientific evidence
for wire-drawing by the Greeks (11). He has made
a metallurgical section of a copper wire and inter-
preted the observed elongation of the grains as
evidence for wire-drawing, but this type of distortion
of the crystals could also be the result of making
wire by hand from an ingot by hammering, and in the
absence of the characteristic parallel striations on the
surface (see below), the use of the draw-plate cannot
be said to be proved.

A date at the other extreme, of the middle of the
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fourteenth century (possibly in Niircmberg), is
suggested by Beckmann (12) on the grounds that
there is a change in name of the people who make
wire at this period from "wire-smith" to "wire-
drawer", but in the light of more recent discoveries
of hand draw-plates dating from the Viking period
(13, 14) and the even earlier Merovingian period
(13, 15), this change of title is more probably to be
associated with the mechanisation of the process and,
in particular, with the introduction of water power
to turn the drum on which the wire was wound (16).

Medieval Records

One potential source of information about the
practice of wire-drawing in medieval times lies in the
records of the guilds which controlled the craft, and
these can be supplemented by a study of town records
in which artisans are mentioned. Thompson (16)
and Lewis (17) have drawn attention to the thirteenth
century A.D. rules which governed the operation of a
guild in Paris for the making of gold and silver wire
which were collected and published by Etienne
Boileau in 1837 (18), but unfortunately the data
given all concerns the management of the workshop
and working conditions for the employees rather than
any details of the technology of the processes which
were used, In Coventry, England, the craft of wire-
drawing was reorganised in A.D.
I435 as a result of a certain amount
of overlapping of techniques be-
tween different craftsmen and of
complaints about the quality of the
wire being produced. To avoid
further confusion the Mayor re-
organised the craft into separate
units and defined the operations
which each type of craftsman was
to carry out (19).

Fig. 3 An cngrnvittg showing the draw-
ing of gold and silver wire at the cud
of the seventeenth century, fromm hic

:ibhildu+u; der ne++irrti rtiits1irhen
11nupstilnd4'. by Clirintoph Weigel, pub-
lished io Regemm purg in 1698

There is little doubt that further searching among
the medieval records of centres which were famous
for wire-drawing in later centuries would add con-
siderably to our knowledge of the organisation and
technology of the craft at the crucial period when it
was developing from a simple hand or bench-top
process into a minor mechanised industry. The
development of the technology was, no doubt, stimu-
lated by increasing demands for the products and,
as far as iron wire is concerned, the demand for mail
armour on the one hand and for wire carding brushes
in the wool industry on the other must have been
major factors. There is little doubt that any improve-
ment in the methods of drawing iron wire would be
reflected in the workshops producing wire in the
softer and more precious metals, though data on
these workshops are scanty, no doubt because the
demands for gold and silver wire were not great and
could be satisfied by the output from small work-
shops until relatively recently.

With the invention of printing, illustrations of
such workshops, initially as woodcuts but later as
copper or steel engravings, become more common,
and the most famous printed illustrations of machi-
nery for drawing wire are in the De La Pirotcchnia
of Vannoccio Biringuccio (20). Another workshop
scene of a wire-drawer was cut by Jost Amman (21)
and is illustrated by Lewis (17), and among those
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from the following century are three illustrations
published by Christoph Weigel in 1698 (22), one of
which, showing work in gold and silver, is reproduced
in Figure 3.

Several discussions of the making of wire in Britain
in the post-medieval period are available (23 and
references therein), but they are mostly concerned
with the iron wire industry.

In an attempt to discover the origin of the wire-
drawing plate, the earliest historical reference remains
the Treatise of Theophilus, though Singer et al say
that iron wire was made by forging until the tenth
century when the draw-plate was invented (24). This
statement contrasts with another later in their book
in which they accept wire-drawing in early Persia (7).

Archaeological Sources
If historical sources can take wire-drawing back

only to the twelfth century, archaeology can go further
as draw-plates are well known from Viking contexts;
Petersen lists nineteen possible draw-plates from
Norway, the earliest being attributed to the Mero-
vingian period (13). Vierck knows of a late sixth
century A.D. draw-plate (15), but one of the problems
about the use of archaeological finds is in their inter-
pretation, as a very similar tool to a wire-drawing
die was used for forming the heads on nails. Thomsen
and Thomsen (25) have recently discussed this
problem, and Oldcberg, in his comprehensive treatise
on metalworking technique in the early medieval
period, illustrates dies but cautiously describes them
as tools for making either wire or nails (26). This
uncertainty about the original use of a die complicates
the interpretation of archaeological discoveries in
the absence of either associated wire or of some other
technological feature of the die itself, but Ohlhaver
has suggested that iron plates pierced with a series
of tapering holes which are connected on the wider
side by a groove must be wire-drawing dies and that
the groove is a means of supplying lubricant (27).
Dr. Birgit Arrhenius has recently published a wire-
drawing die of the Viking period from Birka in
Sweden (14) (Figure 4) which is of particular interest
because the conical holes in the iron plate are fitted
with replaceable inserts. However metallurgical
examination has shown that these inserts are made of
softer iron than the rest of the plate and Arrhenius
interprets this as evidence that the tool was used for
drawing wire in the precious metals, rather than in
iron, and this fits in with other jewellery-making
activity which was current at Birka. More recently
Thomsen and Thomsen have discussed the question
of when the draw-plate was invented, and they have
shown both theoretically and practically that wire
can be drawn through dies made of the same metal
as the wire (28). They use this as evidence to support

Fig. 4 A wire-drawing die from the Viking period (ninth or
tenth century AD.) recently found in Sweden. This has
seven conical holst with soft iron inserts to feeilitate the
drawing of gold and silver wire

Photograph by courtesy of Dr. Birgit Arnccnius

those authors who think that wire was drawn in
antiquity and that one of the reasons that draw-
plates have not survived is that they were made of
"materials considered too scarce or too precious to
be left behind as appurtenances of the goldsmiths'
workshops and may have gone into the crucibles for
melting and reuse".

In the long run this type of argument is self-defeat-
ing as it can never be proved and, in the absence of
draw-plates and historical sources, the only way to
solve the problem of the introduction of the draw-
plate is to study surviving wires in the light of a
series of observed criteria which will distinguish
between wire which was drawn or which was hand
made.

One of the earliest investigators to make critical
observations on the wire components of antiquities
was Caroline Ransome Williams in her catalogue of
Egyptian jewellery belonging to the New York
Historical Society (29), though her observations and
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deductions have seldom been used by those studying
ancient technology until Diane Lee Carroll incor-
porated them into her discussions of wire-drawing
in antiquity (30, 31). The controversy about the
date of the introduction of wire-drawing has raged
for almost a century, with Schliemann stating that
the gold wire found in a treasure dating from the
third millennium B.C. at Troy was drawn but Flinders
Petrie being equally adamant that all the ancient
wires he had seen showed evidence of hammering.

Diane Lee Carroll had discussed this problem
more fully, and also the contemporary aspect of it in
which the presence or absence of drawn wire has been
used by several authors as a criterion for the authen-
ticity of disputed "antiquities". What, however, is
lacking is an objective discussion of the possible ways
of making wire by hand with a list of the criteria which
can be used to distinguish one from another. The
matter is complicated by the fact that although there
are four distinct ways of making wire by hand, it is
possible to merge one into another to some extent
to produce various hybrid variations.

Reproduction of
Ancient Techniques

In the study of wire in antiquity it is the exami-
nation of gold jewellery which is most productive
of evidence as the gold, due to its freedom from
corrosion, preserves the marks made on the surface
during manufacture, unless they have been erased
by excessive wear. Hence for the demonstration
pieces of wire made to illustrate this paper (Figures
5 and 6), 22 carat gold was used which was kindly
provided by Johnson Matthcy.

Hammering

The simplest and most basic method for the manu-
facture of wire is to hammer an ingot out until a wire
with a more or less round and even section is pro-
duced (Figure 5c). This process is not as easy as it
sounds, and it generally gives rise to a wire with a
facetted surface, such as was noted by Flinders
Petrie (32). A hoard of Bronze Age metalwork dis

-covered in Central Europe and published by Pic (33)
graphically illustrates the process as it contained
examples of one type of ornament at several stages of
manufacture, from long thin ingot, to facetted rod
of approximately square section, to a spiral of wire
(Figure 7, Nos. 12, Ii, 16 and 18). The characteristic
features of hammered wire arc:

(i) Variations in diameter along the length.

(ii) A facetted surface (i.e. a non-round cross-
section), although this can be eliminated to
some extent on soft metals, such as pure gold,
by rolling between two flat pieces of hard wood,

(iii) Longitudinal "creases" (caused by hammering
but sometimes mistaken for striations caused
by drawing). These in no way resemble draw-
ing striations, and are usually only a few
millimetres in length.

(iv) A solid cross-section.
It is possible that a swage-block may sometimes

have been used as an aid in the production of wire
by hammering, but no observer seems to have re-
ported any evidence to suggest that this was so and
the origins of the swage-block itself are obscure,
though Maturing has recently reported two examples
from a Late Iron-Age find in Britain (34).

Block-Twisting
The second method of making a solid wire is best

described as block-twisting. It seems to have been
first recognised and described by Maryon (35),
although his brief description was ignored by later
authors until it was described and illustrated by
Higgins (36) in his discussion of the authenticity of
some Greek gold wire. Block-twisted wire is made by
hammering out an ingot to give a rod of the required
thickness for the wire, but of a square section, The
square rod is then twisted as tightly as possible (to
give a barley-sugar effect) and then rolled between
two flat pieces of hard wood. The result is a piece
of wire whose characteristics are;

(i) A fairly even diameter along the length.
(ii) A more or less round cross-section with a

solid interior.

(iii) A smooth surface.

(iv) Four independent spiral grooves on the surface,
corresponding to the centres of the original
four faces of the square wire.

With very soft metals, such a pure gold, these
grooves can be completely eliminated during the
rolling process, but careful searching often reveals
occasional traces on ancient wires made by this
technique. Four stages in the making of gold wire
by this method, from square section rod to twisted
and rolled wire, are illustrated in Figures 5(a) to (d).

One very simple way of making the square-section
rod, which is the first step in this method of making
wire, is to beat out the ingot into a sheet and then
cut a strip from the edge which has the same width
as the thickness of the sheet. This method of making
wire seems to be described in Exodus 39.3:

"The gold was beaten into thin plates, cut and
twisted into braid to be worked by a scamster with
the violet, purple and scarlet yarn and fine linen."

This translation is taken from The New English
Bible, but the Authorised Version has:

"beat the gold into thin plates and cut into wires ..

the essential differences being the addition of the
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Fig. 5 Stages in the rekroduelion of the
methods of hand-snaking gold wire in
antiquity

(a) Square seetiou roil for mr.king
into block-twintcd wire

(h) The genie rod after loosely I W'isling

(c) The rod twihled as lightly as
possible and now ready for rolling

(d) The finished hloek-trvisled wire
'showing four independent helical

(e) Hammered wire showing Ihr in-
evitai,le faecling of the hnrface

"twisting" stage in the new translation but the
replacement of the word "wires' by "braid". This
creates a problem because the usual way of making
gold thread for weaving into cloth was to twist strips
of gold foil round a strand of silk in a helical fashion
(4), and it is conceivable that this is the process being
described here, though the manufacture of a straight-
forward solidwire seems more likely. Whatever the
interpretation put on this passage, there is no doubt
that block-twisting was known and used in the Bronze
Age for making wire. Sometimes the final rolling
stage was omitted, and the wire left with its "barley-
sugar" shape to add to the decorative effect.

Strip-Drawing

The two remaining methods of making wire by
hand both start with strips of metal foil and produce
a wire which is, in reality, a hollow tube. The first
of these, strip-drawing, was recognised and described
by Caroline Ransome Williams (29, P. 41) and in-
volves taking a strip of metal foil and drawing it
through a series of holes of decreasing diameter so
that the strip curls in upon itself to form a hollow tube,
Figure 6 (a) to (c). Unlike normal wire drawing,
the wire is not significantly increased in length with
each pull through the next smaller hole, and Williams
has suggested that the "draw-plate" need not be
made of metal, because of the relatively small strain
put on it by the process, but could be made of hard

wood or bone. It is also possible that holes of different
diameters in precious stones could be used for this
purpose, and these would be regarded as beads or
amulets by a modern excavator, possibly explaining
why no "draw-plates" have been recognised. The
characteristic features of strip-drawn wire are:

(i) Very even diameter along the length.
(ii) Round cross-section with a hollow interior.
Williams has suggested that it is, in fact, possible

to continue drawing until the wire has curled in
upon itself completely and eliminated the hollow
interior. This can happen when very soft metal is
used, but as the wire decreases in diameter the
tendency to break during pulling increases, and it
seems more likely that most wires made by this pro-
cess arc hollow. Cutting, however, invariably presses
the opposite sides of the void together so that cut
ends do appear solid.

(iii) A longitudinal seam which is generally more
or less parallel with the long axis of the wire,
but which may wander from -side to side to
some extent, or even form a helix, depending
on variations in thickness and width of the
original strip of foil used to make the wire.

(iv) A series of very fine parallel scratches on the
surface resulting from the use of a metal die
for pulling. It is possible that this feature does
not appear on strip-drawn wire pulled through
holes in wood, bone or stone, depending on
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Fig. 6 Stages in the reproduction of
nlrip-drawn and strit}-twisted gold wire
(it) A strip of gold after drawing

Iltrotigh the first hole so that it is
curled up to form a tithe. A hole
is visible in one place where the.
two edges have not yet snot

(h) The saute specimen after palling
through further Boleti. The diam.
der has been reduced as the foil
Burls more tightly on itself

(c) The Guished example of strip-
drawn wire. The Ringle lorigi-
ludinnl yearn is clearly visible

(d) A strip of gold loosely twisted into
a helix as the first singe of making
ship-twisted wire

(e) The finished example of strip-
twisted wire. The single helical
seam it not very visible in the
photograph

how smooth the holes are, but a metal die will
always leave this characteristic pattern of fine
lines, which can be scenonly under a microscope.

Strip-Twisting

The final technique for making wire by hand is
known as strip-twisting (or sometimes as strip-coil
or soda-straw twist). It was also described by Caroline
Ransome Williams, and in greater detail by Diane
Lee Carroll (31) and Aitnc Thouvenin (37). The
latter regarded it as the main technique for making
wire in antiquity before true drawing of solid rod
was invented, although she, like Carroll, postulated
that after the strip had been twisted as tightly as
possible it was improved and made more regular
by pulling it through a series of dies, in a similar
fashion to the making of strip-drawn wire, although
in this case the hollow tube is formed before passage
through the die.

The technique of strip-twisting involves cutting
a strip of metal foil and wrapping it round an existing
wire which is then removed. This helix is then
tightened and gently extended by hand. The best
wires result when each turn of the helix slightly
overlaps the edge of the previous one, but sometimes
the turns separate and, as they are tightened by
twisting the edges, meet again and push together with
a resulting deformation of the wire which has been
illustrated by Thouveuin. The stages illustrated

here (Figure 6 (d) and (c)) show a loose spiral and a
wire which was made with the successive turns
overlapping slightly. The characteristic features of
strip-twisted wire are:

(i) Fairly even diameter, though this may vary in
a regular manner if the twisting is tighter at
one end of the wire than the other.

(ii) Round cross-section with a hollow interior.
(iii) Single scam running in a helix round the wire.
(iv) If a series of dies have been used to smooth

the wire it may show a surface pattern of very
fine parallel scratches.

Diane Lee Carroll suggests that strip-twisted wire
was always drawn through dies to finish it off and
thinks that the technique is to be associated with the
Greeks and Etruscans, while the strip-drawing tech-
nique was initiated by the Egyptians, and possibly
their neighbours in the Near Bast. This is only a
tentative conclusion and recent research on Cypriot
jewellery has shown that in the Bronze Age gold
wire was made by hammering and block-twisting and
apparently not by strip-twisting (10) and it is clear
that large numbers of new and objective examinations
must be awaited before a complete picture of hand
made gold wire in antiquity is available.

That large numbers of examinations of ancient
wire are needed in the light of these criteria is well
illustrated by the recent papers of Thouvenin (37)
and Kratz (38). The former assumed that before
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Fig. 7 Objects from u hoard from the naid•&rrt
millenium D.C. found in Czechoslovakia in which
hammered wire is shown in varioua stngee of
ruanufacture. Block-twist big iss probably reprc-
aeutcd by No.9 (After J. L. Filz, Ref. 33)

Epprecht and Mutz have published metal-
lurgical studies of fivc fragments of bronze
and brass wire of Roman date and come to the
conclusion that the wire was unmistakably
drawn (40). Whether their metallurgical
evidence would also fit wire made by ham-
mering or block-twisting is impossible to
say until examinations have been carried
out on modern brass and bronze wires
made by all methods, but one of their
fragments retains traces on the surface of
a series of fine parallel groves which seem
to be unmistakably the result of drawing
through a metal plate. In fact Ohlhaver has
published illustrations of three iron tools
with a series of holes from Gallo-Roman

the invention of the draw-plate all gold wires were
made by strip-twisting followed by smoothing by
pulling the wire through a narrow hole or holes,
while the latter thought that thick wire was made by
hammering while thin gold wire was made by block-
twisting. The paper by Kratz is well illustrated by
photomicrographs of ancient jcwellcry which he has
examined, and in many cases the wires show the
helical creases that are characteristic of block-twisting,
but it is very surprising that Kratz has never rec-
ognised evidence for strip-drawing or strip-twisting
among the many objects he has examined. It is of
course possible that the different methods of hand-
making wire had a geographical significance as Carroll
has suggested (31), although her simple division be-
tween Egypt and Western Asia on the one hand and
the world of the Greeks on the other needs further
proof, and it is also possible (though inherently
unlikely) that different techniques were employed
according to the alloy which was to be used. Thus
Kratz (38) is adamant, in the light of all his examin-
ations, that drawing of gold wire was an invention of
the tenth or eleventh century An., in spite of the
various earlier wire-drawing plates which had al-
ready been published. Raub has recently carried
out an examination of a gold necklace of Roman
date (39) which is undoubtedly block-twisted, but

excavations at Chatelet in the Champagne
(27), but although he thought that at least two of
them were for wire-drawing, the original objects are,
apparently, lost.

This paper has attempted to bring together the
historical and archaeological evidence for the history
of hand-made wire which has accumulated in recent
years. As Hawthorne and Smith said in a footnote
to the chapter on the draw-plate in their edition of
Theophilus:

"There is no satisfactory history of the origin and
development of wire-drawing, despite its central
importance among metal working processes",

and what this paper has tried to demonstrate is
that such a "history" cannot yet be written until
large numbers of ancient wires have been fully
examined and correctly described.
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IN gold the following properties meet. It is yellow in colour; heavy up to a

certain weight; malleable and ductile to a certain degree of extension; it is not

Volatile and loses none of its substance by the action of fire.

From the translation by 	 FRANCIS BACON
Robert Ellis and James Spedding, 	Novum Organuni
London, 1857	 London, 1620
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